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Who are we:
Learn Agile is the Neo-gen online learning and training organization, incepted to bridge 

the requirements of the current scenario and the high-end and emerging technologies in the 
market, which are impacting globally. We help professionals scale their skills and leverage 
newer aspects of growth and development, and through us, many people have achieved 
greater heights, despite pandemics and other hurdles. The advantage of Learn Agile 
program is that it is dynamic, flexible, and enables faster and quicker learning and grasping. 
We break the myth that proficient courses are expensive and have competitive pricing to 
support and help the enthusiasts. Our course contents are a boon to IT employees, who 
have big aspirations to enable success that is not only quick but also long-standing.

Technologies are changing rapidly, and the demand for qualified professionals is also 
skyrocketing, and proficient resources are scaling newer heights in their careers and enable 
fast-track development. With greater concern, the course content is highly interactive, 
informative, and has enormous live projects and demos. We give you ample hands-on 
experience and the acumen to gain expertise and confidence in your domain. Our courses 
are built in the hybrid model, which is installed on-premise, or learned online. The learner 
can benefit from gaining tutelage under experts and going through the recorded course 
content too. The content can be played multiple times, at the phase in which the learner can 
grasp and gain expertise. We also have periodical tests, assignments, and skill tests to 
gauge the abilities of the learner to fix the skill gap. More than that, there are ample services 
to clear the doubts and gain clarifications at the end of each module, the dashboard to track 
the progress, interactive course content built in a robust technology platform.

We offer distinct training in the areas of Sales, Operations, Marketing, Management, 
and Consulting, offering training and development in the areas of Cyber Security, Cloud 
Computing, Project Management, Digital Marketing, and Data Science. We constantly add 
the course lists and update our course content, to be abreast with the latest needs and 
requirements. All our course content developers are experts in their domain and are 
working in reputed organizations around the globe. We pick the choicest of experts and 
enable them to create a comprehensive package, specially designed to satiate the 
knowledge quest of the professionals.

We invite students, professionals, and employees from various streams to channelize 
their careers in the latest yet stunning and emerging fields. We have helped so many people 
around the globe to redefine their careers and focus on their dream paths. We helped so 
many professionals to scale their pay, gain leadership posts, and also become an 
indispensable asset for their organization. We provide certificates through accredited 
organizations post the completion of the course, which helps the professionals to gain an 
edge over their competition. Join Learn Agile today, and ensure your success.
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SCRUM.ORG CERTIFICATION PATH

PROFESSIONAL SCRUM MASTER

PROFESSIONAL SCRUM PRODUCT OWNER

APPLYING PROFESSIONAL 
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SCALED AGILE CERTIFICATION PATH

ADVANCE LEVEL
SAFE® PROGRAM CONSULTANT (SPC)

SAFE® RELEASE TRAIN ENGINEER (RTE)

SAFE® ADVANCED SCRUM MASTER (SASM)

FOUNDATION LEVEL
SAFE® AGILIST (SA)SAFE® PO/PM (POPM)

SAFE® DEVOPS PRACTITIONER (SDP)

SAFE® GOVERNMENT PRACTITIONER (SGP) SAFE® AGILE PRODUCT MANAGER (APM)

SAFE® LEAN PORTFOLIO MANAGER (LPM)

INTERMEDIATE LEVEL

SAFE® ARCHITECT (ARCH)

SAFE® AGILE SOFTWARE ENGINEER (ASE)

SAFE® SCRUM MASTER(SSM)

SAFE® PRACTITIONER(SP)



CONSULTING &
COACHING – LEARN AGILE

We at Learn Agile train, mentor, and coach students and help them develop as top-notch 
professionals. We have also helped many of our Professionals get a progressing career among the 
world’s prestigious organizations. Validate your scrum knowledge with well-known organizations 
renowned across the globe. We deliver classes across the globe through cutomised online portal which 
makes ease of learning Experiance.

Our advantages are: 
 Our certification from Learn Agile is one of the most popular agile project management 
methodologies in the industry.
 It is suited for professionals who want to enhance their career in Agile and does not require any 
pre-requisite.
 It is ultimately customized to meet your demands and your corporate requirements.
 Project Management approach to enhance the ability to deliver quality products to customers. 
 It maximizes business value while mitigating potential risks and adds value to the career's 
curriculum.
 We provide World class training with Mentoring post class. 
 Our Passion and commitment is to help people to transform to agile mindset through our 
Workshops, Mentoring and Coaching.

Agile training and Workshop: 
 The courses are systematically planned, updated, and organized by Industrial Best coaches 
around the world. 
 Courses are broken down with progressive methodology in mind, and individual assessment 
upon each stage of development.
 Practicals and demos along with various live projects to gain access to real-time work culture 
and the latest trends.
 Comprehensive training to understand the nuances of scrum artifacts including the product 
backlog, sprint backlog, finished deliverables, and definition of done.
 Transaparent Billing with 100% GST compliance Invoice for your Reimbursement process.
 We have around 99.6% people has cleared their certification in their First Attempt.

Trial Period and Experimentation:  
 Separate dashboards, and progress trackers, which can be accessed from any part of the world 
across any device.
 Access to several Individual projects and doubt clarification helps to enable smooth learning and 
development.
 Choices of connecting to our alumni spread across various geographies.
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SOME OF OUR KEY CLIENTS
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GLOBAL OFFICES

46, NOVEL TECH PARK, 4, KUDLU MAIN RD, VGP LAYOUT, 
SINGASANDRA,BENGALURU, KARNATAKA – 560068

NETHERLANDS ADDRESS: COUPÈ 5, 2171 NC, SASSENHEIM, 
NETHERLANDS NUM: +31 6 87907466

GERMANY ADDRESS: UERDINGER STR. 55, 40474 
DÜSSELDORF, GERMANY NUM:  +49 176 83235610

UK ADDRESS: SUITE1,12B HIGH VIEW PARADE, LLFORD, 
ESSEX  ENGLAND IG4 5EP 
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